
Terms and Concepts in Stream 

 

Groups 

Inside of Stream small gatherings of users are called groups. This is the organizing unit inside of 

Stream. The members of the group have permission to view the videos that are part of that group. 

This is the basic permission structure and locks down video sharing pretty tightly. Each group has the 

ability to add and create videos just for that group to view. 

Every Team has a Corresponding Group in Stream: If you've made a Team there is a group 

hanging out in Stream that has the exact same members as are in Team. This makes a lot of 

sense since Teams are where a lot of the interaction and work is taking place. It's kind of like 

each Team gets it own TV station. The best part of this is that if you create a video inside a 

Team it is stored inside the corresponding group in Stream and all the members of that team 

have permission to view it. 

 

Channels 

Inside of Stream, you have the ability to organize the videos in your group into what are called 

Channels. Each group can have multiple channels and can add videos to more than one channel in 

that group. However, and this is important, channels in a Stream group are not permission structures. 

Sharing a channel outside the group is not going to grant the ability to view the videos. You will need 

to go into permissions for each video and manage things there. 

Also, Channels in Stream are NOT the same as Channels in Teams: Yes this is confusing and 

annoying that they did this. Sorry about that but you will need to just begin thinking of them 

like you do other homonyms. They sound the same but mean different things. 

 

Videos 

Inside of Stream, you can upload videos and add videos from places like Teams. Each video is set so 

that only the members of the group have permission to view the video. Permissions are all set at the 

video level, except those videos added to a group through upload or recorded in the corresponding 

mirror team. These videos are automatically viewable by the group by virtue of being added to the 

group 

 

 



 

Permissions 

Here's how permissions work. 

By default a video added to a group or created in a group (or in the mirror Team) is set so that only 

the members of that group (or mirror team) can view the video and that's it. 

This is a limited setting and Stream is smart enough to figure out you want the group to be able to 

see it. 

So what about sharing with multiple groups? 

Good question, you have to do this, on a video by video basis (yeah, you get the message) AND for 

each video you have to tell Stream which groups have permission to watch the video (besides the 

group where the video was created.) This is only true if you want the video available to other groups 

outside the group where the video was created. 

You can also choose to make a video available company wide. This gives everyone in the ISD Office 

365 tenant permission to view your video, which also means they can add it to channels in their 

groups if they want. 

 

 


